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PET is potentially very useful for the accurate in vivo quantitation of
time-varying biological distributions of radiolabeled antibodies over
severaJ days. The short haff-lives of most commonly used positron
emitting nuclides make them unsuitable for this purpose. Iodine-i 24
is a positron emitter with a half-life of 4.2 days and appropriate
chemical properties. It has not been widsiy used because of a
complex decay scheme including several high energy gamma rays.
However, measurements made under realistic conditions on several
different PET scanners have shown that satisfactory imaging and
quantitation can be achieved. Methods Whole-body and head
optimized scanners with different detectors (discrete BGO, block
BGO and BaF2 time-of-flight), different septa and different correc
tion schemes were used. Measurements of resolution, quantitative
linearity and the ability to quantitatively image spheres of different
sizes and activities in different background activities were made
using phantoms. Results Compared with convenlional PET nu
clides, resolution and quantitation were only slightly degraded.
Sphere detectability was also only slightly worse ifimaging time was
increased to compensate for the lower positron abundance.
Conclusion: Quantitative imaging with 1241appears to be possible
under realistic conditions with various PET scanners.
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Ra dionuclides of iodine are widely used in nuclear medicine
to label monoclonal antibodies, receptors and other pharmaceu
ticals in diagnostic and therapeutic applications where quanti
tative imaging over a period ofseveral days is necessary (1â€”4).
Unfortunately, the nuclides most commonly used, 1231 1251and
1311 all have limitations. Iodine-l23 has too short a half-life, if

the pharmaceutical is to be followed over several days. Iodine
125 has a photon energy too low for optimal imaging, especially
quantitative imaging, and its half-life is undesirably long.
Iodine-l3 1, the most widely used of the three, has a photon
energy which is too high for optimal imaging. Furthermore,
SPECT imaging does not permit a rigorous attenuation correc
tion, although a satisfactory empirical correction may some
times be achieved (5â€”7).Iodine-124, a positron-emitting nu
clide with a half-life of 4.2 days, could permit quantitative
imaging over several days using PET. Iodine-l24, however, has
a complex decay scheme (Fig. 1) (8). Only about 23% of
disintegrations result in positron emission and these are of
relatively high energy. There are also many high-energy gamma
rays, some in cascade with the positron emissions. (The term
â€œgammaraysâ€•here and elsewhere in this article implies photons
emitted from the nucleus. Photons resulting from positron
electron annihilations are termed â€œannihilation photonsâ€•).
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FIGURE1. Simplifieddecay scheme of 1241.MIRD(8) indicates at least 25
electron capture transitions,6 posItrontransftionsand 97 gamma-ray tran
sitions. Numbetingof transitionsfollowsthis reference. Omitted transitions
are each less than I % per disintegration. Only about 23% of dismntegrations
result in positron emission while the gamma ray abundance exceeds 90%
per disintegration.

Given such a decay scheme, 1241was, for many years, largely
ignored or considered unsuitable for PET imaging. Recently, its
use for imaging and for potentially quantitative applications has
been growing (9â€”21).

In an earlier phantom study, it was shown to be possible to
image satisfactorily and quantitatively with 124! under condi
tions similar to those likely to be encountered with agents such
as monoclonal antibodies in humans (22). Because there are
significant differences in design between many of the scanners
in use today which may affect their ability to image 1241,the
present study was carried out to determine whether quantitative
imaging could be performed using representative modern scan
ners. The study is not a performance comparison of the various
scanners.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Scanners
The various PET scanners (23â€”26)used in this study, together

with differences in features that may potentially affect imaging
performance with 124!, are listed in Table 1. Some acquisition
parameters, reconstruction parameters, and correction schemes
may be determined by the operator at the time of the scan. Those
used for imaging phantoms in this study are listed in Table 2.

Radicnu@de Production
The 1241was produced on a CS-30 cyclotron (Cyclotron Corp.)

at the King Faisal Specialist Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia and
shipped by air to the United States or Germany. The â€˜2'@Te(d,2n)
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TABLE 1
Summary Specifications of Scanners Used in This Study: Differences That May Potentially Affect Imaging with lodine-124

Field ofviewRing
diameterDetector
typeCrystal

toPMTratioNumber

ofdetectorrings/planesCross-planes

usedInter-plane
septaEnergy

windowIn-plane
resolution(best

nominal)Axial
resolution(best

nominal)Cyclotron

Corp.
PC4600Head60cmDiscrete

BGO1:15/91st

orderFour3
mm x 13cmtungsten300-700

keV10

mm10

mmPositron

Corp.
PosicamBody78cmStaggered

BGO2:111

7214th

orderTen
1.5 mm x 7cmlead>350keV6

mm12

mmScanditronix

SP3000Body90cmBaF2

time-of-flight1.6:14/71st

orderThree
1.25 mm x 16.5cmtungsten>140

keV7
mm7

mmSiemens/CTI

ECAT931Body102cmCut

blockBGO8:18/151st

orderSeven
1 mm x 18.5cmtungsten250-850

keV5.5

mm5.0

mmSiemens/CTI

ECAT951Body102cmCut

blockBGO16:116/313rd

orderFifteen
1 mm x 7cmtungsten250-850

keV5.0

mm5.0

mm

*Six rings interleaved to function as 11 rings.

124Ireaction was achieved using 15 MeV deuterons incident on a
10-13 mg/cm2 thick target of 96% isotope enrichment l24Te (27).
The production rate of 124Iunder the conditions used was 18.5

MBq//iA h (0.5 mCi/juA h) at the end of bombardment.

Phantoms
Two basic phantoms were used (Fig. 2). The first (28) consisted

of a polystyrene cylinder, 20 cm in diameter and 10 cm in
thickness, which accepts and provides an appropriate scattering and
attenuating environment for, various inserts. Line source inserts
were used for spatial resolution measurements. Cylindrical inserts,
26 mm diameter and 8 cm active length, (actually 60 ml syringes)
were used for regional count rate linearity measurements. These
inserts extended uniformly through several slices of any of the
scanners and were fillable with activity. The other phantom was
one widely used in SPECT, commonly referred to as a "Jaszczak"

phantom (Data Spectrum Corporation, Hillsborough, NC). This is
a 22-cm diameter cylinder, Tillable with activity and containing
various combinations of Tillable spheres (0.5 ml to 20 ml in
volume).

Image Display and Analysis Systems
To reduce the variability in the image display and analysis

systems, a common system, the National Institute of Health's

MIRAGE system was used. This was implemented on both a
Microvax II computer using a Lexidata display terminal and a
Vaxstation (Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, MA). Im

ages were reconstructed on the scanners themselves using the
parameters (filter function, field of view, pixel size, etc.) and
corrections (detector homogeneity, deadtime, random coinci
dences, attenuation correction) usually used for clinical studies at
that site. Wherever possible, region of interest (ROI) analysis was
done first on the data analysis system of the scanner itself and then
confirmed on the Mirage system.

Parameters Measured and Methods of Measurement
Spatial Resolution. Spatial resolution was measured using I24Iin

plastic tubing inserted into the 20 cm polystyrene phantom (Fig.
2A) so that any positron range effects would be included in the
measurements. Acquisition and reconstruction parameters were
similar to those used clinically and for imaging other phantoms in
this study (Table 2). A Manning filter was used. The plastic tubing,
1 mm internal diameter, filled with activity, was inserted in a
direction perpendicular to the scan plane at the center of the
polystyrene phantom. The tubing was looped back through the
phantom at 20 mm intervals to provide a distance calibration. After
imaging and reconstruction, a profile was drawn through the image
of the line (or point, as it appears in the slice).

Linearity of Regional Observed Count Rate with Activity. The
ability to make quantitative measurements of regional activity was
investigated using the same polystyrene phantom with fillable
cylindrical inserts (Fig. 2B). Each cylinder was filled with a
different concentration of 124Icovering a 10:1 range. In a typical

TABLE 2
Acquisition and Reconstruction Parameters Used for Imaging Phantoms

PC4600 Posicam SP3000 ECAT 931 ECAT 951

SphereconcentrationBackground
concentrationScan

timeDetector
motionMatrix

sizeField
ofviewFraction

of fieldshownReconstruction
filterAttenuation
correctionDeadtime
correctionRandoms

correction0.15MBq/ml0.016

MBq/ml30mWobbled128224cmFull

fieldManningAnalyticSingles

basedSingles
based0.14

MBo/ml0.014
MBq/ml30mWobbled256247

cmPartial
fieldManningAnalyticSingles

basedSingles
based0.14

MBq/ml0.013
MBq/ml45mWobbled21

6248cmPartial

fieldManningMeasuredNoneEdge-of-fieldcount

based0.15

MBq/ml0.015
MBq/ml30mNon-wobbled128228cmFull

fieldManningAnalyticSingles

basedDelayed
coincidencebased0.15

MBq/ml0.016
MBq/ml60mNon-wobbled128245

cmPartial
fieldRampMeasuredSingles

basedDelayedcoincidence

based
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FIGURE 2. (A) Spatial resolution phantom with line source inserts. (B)
Quantitation linearity phantom with six (Â¡liablecylinders (shown black). (C)
Jaszczak head phantom with five tillable spheres (shown black) and two
inactive spheres (shown white). The background region (shown shaded) is
also fillable. (D) Jaszczak head phantom with six tillable spheres (shown
black) and fillable background region (shown shaded).

measurement, the concentrations ranged from approximately
0.015-0.15 MBq/ml (0.4-4 ju,Ci/ml), about 0.9-9 MBq (24-240
/xCi) per cylinder or about 30 MBq (0.8 mCi) in the whole
phantom. Acquisition and reconstruction parameters were again
similar to those used clinically and for imaging the other phantoms
in this study (Table 2).

Linearity was measured by determining the counts in a small
ROI placed within each cylinder in the resulting images and plotting
counts against concentration based on dose calibrator measurements.

Visualization and Quantitation of Activity in Spherical Objects
within a 22-cm Diameter Cylindrical Phantom. Hot Spheres in
Cold Background and Hot Spheres in Warm Background. To
simulate conditions more likely to be encountered in humans when
imaging radiolabeled antibodies, imaging was carried out with 124I

filled spheres of various sizes positioned within the 22-cm diameter
fillable phantom. The spheres were filled with 124Iat the same

concentration, approximately 0.15 MBq/ml (4 ;u.Ci/ml). This rep
resented a total activity of about 6 MBq (160 /xCi), confined to a
few slices. The body of the phantom was filled with water. This
phantom was imaged using the acquisition and reconstruction
parameters given in Table 2. The measurement was then repeated
with 0.015 MBq/ml (0.4 /xCi/ml) of 124Iin the body of the cylinder.

This represented an additional activity of about 6 MBq ( 160 /xCi)
per 10 mm slice, and about 95 MBq (2.6 mCi) in the whole
phantom.

Mean counts were determined for ROIs placed over the spheres
in the resultant images.

Image Reconstruction
In all cases, image reconstruction was done using the scanner's

standard clinical protocol, typically a Manning filter, with standard
random and deadtime corrections. The attenuation correction was
variously analytical or based on transmission measurements with a
ring source or orbiting rod source.

RESULTS

Spatial Resolution
The resolution measurements made with I24I are given in

Table 3. The results obtained are consistent with what is to be
expected under these acquisition and reconstruction conditions,
with a slight degradation due to the higher energy and consequent

TABLE 3
Resolution of Various Scanners Using a Polyethylene-Encased

Line Source of lodine-124 in a 20-cm Polystyrene Phantom and
Imaging Reconstruction Filters

ScannermodelPC4600POSICAMSP3000ECAT

931In

planeresolutionFWHM13.5mm8

mm8
mm8.5mm

y = 2.8200+1519.2X RA2 = 0.991

Concentration (MBq/ml)

I 300

O
E

y= 15.443+ 2811.7x RA2 = 0.978

Posicam

0.05 0.10

Concentration (MBq/ml)

y = 2.0382 + 228.72x RA2 = 0.999

0.1 0.2

Concentration (MBq/ml)

0.3

FIGURE 3. Linearityof regional observed count rate with activity measured
using the quantitation linearity phantom shown in Figure 2B. Plots of
observed counts within a region of interest in the image versus activity
concentration based on dose calibrator measurements.

longer range of 124Ipositrons. Resolutions quoted by manufactur
ers are usually measured with a lower-energy positron emitter
encased in a metal tube and using a sharper reconstruction filter.

Linearity of Regional Observed Count Rate with Activity
The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 3,

which compares observed counts within a ROI in the image to
activity concentration. Within experimental accuracy, the plots
are fairly linear. Least squares fits are shown. Thus, at these
total activity levels, neither deadtime nor additional true or
accidental coincidence effects involving the gamma rays of 124I

cause significant reduction in the ability to quantitate activity in
a region due to nearby regions containing similar or higher
levels of activity. The small background count seen in regions
of zero activity is probably due to "true" coincidences involving

either scattered annihilation photons or gamma ray photons.
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.
DiameterVolumePC4600POSICAMSP3000H/CI@I/WH/CHANH/C14W(mm)(cm3)

Means.d. Means.d.Means.d. Mean s.d.Means.d.Means.d.33.720.0

1002.1 88.32.71005.7 102.7 5.51002.4102.44.928.21
1.8 91.94.3 82.23.486.95.9 105.8 4.992.9 3.991.54.621

.95.5 65.66.6 66.04.385.33.7 95.7 7.883.43.780.28.515.62.0
45.94.9 40.74.551.57.3 50.6 6.047.44.552.84.912.41

.0 â€”â€” â€”â€”30.75.4 38.8 6.024.33.235.52.79.80.5
11.22.1 22.42.025.85.7 23.9 7.314.62.934.75.2Bkgd0.80.7

16.71 .70.03.8 8.6 5.33.6 1.416.63.2.

DiameterVolumeECAT931ECAT

951H/CHeWH/CHAN(mm)(cmiMeans.d.Means.d.

Means.d.Means.d.33.720.01001

294.71 .51004.4108.79.428.21
1.898.74.088.33.795.84.4100.03.321

.95.582.73.453.32.285.19.892.54.015.62.052.55.046.54.2
60.41 1.265.410.412.41

.033.85.036.66.3â€”â€”â€”â€”9.80.521.13.327.02.9
21.513.240.713.3Bkgd0.21

.210.71 .9 â€”â€”17.55.8*For

eachscanner, counts arenormalizedto 100 percentover thelargest spherein a cold background.

PC4600 POSl@AM

FIGURE4. Scans of22-cm diameterJaszczak phantomwith124l-containingâ€œhotâ€•spheres ofvarioussizes ina â€œcoldâ€•background(upperrow)and the same
â€œhotâ€•spheres ina â€œwarmâ€•backgroundof one-tenth the concentrationQowerrow).The acquisitionand reconstructionparameters used are giveninTable2.
ThechoiceofdifferentparameterscouldaffeCttheappearanceoftheimage.Somephantomsalsocontsintwoâ€œcoldâ€•spheres.Comparativecountsaregiven
inTable4.

SP3000 EcAT 931 ECAT951

Visualization and Quantitatlon of Activity in Spherical
Objects in a 22-cm Diameter Cylindrical Phantom

Figure 4 shows the results of imaging hot spheres in a cold
background and the same hot spheres in a warm background.
Note that while the same sphere configuration was used for a
given scanner, two arrangements of spheres were used in this
study (Fig. 2). Generally, all the hot spheres are visible whether
or not background activity is present, although in some cases
they are more clearly visible than in others. For both back
grounds, the counts observed within the large spheres are

similar (Table 4). Due to the expected partial volume effects
(29â€”31), the counts within the smaller spheres are less than for
the larger spheres, even though the concentrations are the same.
Similarly, the counts are higher when these smaller spheres are
in a warm background rather than a cold background due to a
contribution from the surrounding activity. For two scanners,
there is a trend for the counts in the large spheres to be slightly
less when in a warm rather than cold background. This could be
due to one or two reasons: a deadtime correction that is too
small or a random correction that is too big.

TABLE 4
Mean Counts and Standard Deviation of Counts within a AOl in the Center of the Same Hot Spheres in a Cold Background (H/C) and

Warm Background (H/W)for the Images Shown in Figure 4*
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organ involved, radiation doses from 124!are typically 0.5 to 2.5
times the corresponding doses from 131!(33,34).

The effect of increased positron range is simply to degrade
the spatial resolution somewhat. The primary impact of this is to
increase the minimum size of volume that can be quantitated with
full recovery. Secondarily, there will be an increased contribution
to small volumes surrounded by relatively high activity.

All scanners have a means of correcting for random coinci
dences and it is irrelevant whether the detected events are
annihilation photons or gamma rays. The increased number of
photons which can cause random coincidences will have an
effect only if the correction is not accurate. For the delayed
coincidence correction scheme, the statistical noise will be
increased. Random coincidence corrections based on sin@les
rates or on edge-of-field counts will be just as accurate with 24!
as with conventional nuclides.

True coincidences between annihilation photons and gamma
rays or between two cascade gamma rays will have the effect of
creating a relatively uniform â€œbackgroundâ€•oferroneous counts.
The count distribution will not be exactly uniform. For a
uniform distribution of activity, the counts will be somewhat
higher in the center of the field for reasons of geometric
sensitivity. There will also be a slight dependence on activity
distribution. This background will not be corrected by the
random coincidence correction schemes based on delayed
coincidences or singles rates. However, it may be corrected by
corrections based on edge-of-field counts. This could readily be
added to scanners that do not have such a correction, either in
addition to or in place of, the existing random coincidence
correction scheme.

CONCLUSION
Phantom measurements indicate that, for tumor-like objects

containing 124! surrounded by a large volume of relatively low
background activity, and with other activity-containing â€œtu
morsâ€•or â€œorgansâ€•nearby, quantitative measurements of activ
ity within those tumor-like objects and the surrounding regions
can be made using PET. Such measurements would appear to be
feasible using scanners of very different designs, representing
most of those currently commercially available.

The imaging conditions and activity concentrations used
simulate those expected clinically with radiolabeled antibody
imaging and various other procedures. Measurement of warm
activity areas near to or surrounded by large hot areas would be
expected to be more difficult, as it is even for pure positron and
single gamma emitters. This was not investigated here.

Thus, under clinically relevant conditions, quantitative imag
ing using 124kand PET appears to be possible. The ability to
quantitatively image labeled antibodies over several days using
PET could have important implications for accurate dosimetry
in radioimmunotherapy. Preliminary studies on patients using
this approach have been reported elsewhere (1 7,20).
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Stereotactic Coordinates from ECT Sinograms for
Radionuclide-Guided Breast Biopsy
Raymond R. Raylman, Edward P. Picaro and Richard L. Wahl
Department of Internal Medicine and Division of Nuclear Medicine, Department of Radiolog)', University of Michigan
Medical Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Raw data from emission scanners contained in ECT sinograms can
provide an abundance of information about the position of an object
in the camera's field-of-view. Since some cancers can be detected

by PET and SPECT which are not seen clearly on mammograms, CT
or other scans, sinogram data could potentially be used to guide
tumor biopsy. For example, positron-emitting (18F-labeled Fluoro-
deoxyglucose) and single-photon emitting (""Tc-labeled-sesta-

mibi) radiopharmaceuticals have been used successfully to detect
many types of breast cancer. By utilizing some relatively simple
geometric relationships, a sinogram-based method for biopsy of
radiopharmaceutical-avid breast masses guided by data from PET
and SPECT scanners has been developed and validated in phantom
studies. Methods: A pair of projection views from a series of
sinograms is used to calculate the position of photon-emitting
objects. Calculated positions of spheres ranging in size from 1.6 to
3.4 cm diameters containing 18F and 99mTc were compared with
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measured positions. By adding a single radioactive fiducial marker,
emission-guided biopsy of simulated breast lesions was performed
with a specially designed phantom containing photon-emitting

spheres 12.7 mm in diameter. Results: Correlation between calcu
lated and measured object coordinates were excellent (R = 1.0, R =
1.0 and R = 0.998; x, y and z coordinates, respectively). The
maximum error in localization was Â±3mm. One hundred percent (10
of 10) of the attempted biopsies of simulated tumors were success
ful. Conclusion: A method for rapidly determining the position of
photon-emitting objects in an emission scanner has been developed

and tested. This technique, which does not require standard emis
sion or anatomic images, could be used with dedicated biopsy
machines or incorporated into "add-on" biopsy devices for existing

PET or SPECT cameras.
Key Words: fluorine-18-FDG; technetium-99m-sestamibi; stereo-

tactic biopsy; needle biopsy; breast cancer; emission computed
tomography
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